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1. Introduction

Various hadron-related experimental measurements such as generalizedparton distributions
and single spin asymmetries at JLab and DESY (Hermes), B-decays at SLAC (BABAR) and KEK
(Belle) as well as quark gluon plasma production at BNL (RHIC) and CERN(ALICE), etc. may
be provided in a unified framework of light-front dynamics (LFD). Owing tothe rational energy-
momentum dispersion relation, LFD has distinct features compared to other forms of Hamiltonian
dynamics. In particular, the vacuum fluctuations are suppressed and thekinematic generators are
proliferated in LFD. Overall, these distinct features can be regarded asadvantageous in hadron
phenomenology. However, it has also been emphasized that treacherous points such as zero-mode
contributions should be taken into account for successful LFD applications to hadron phenomenol-
ogy.

In this paper, we discuss some recent progress of light-front quark model (LFQM) phenomenol-
ogy. In particular, we present a new development in scalar meson spectroscopy and their hadronic
decays and comment on the connection between the AdS/QCD approach andthe usual LF formal-
ism for hadronic form factors. Firstly, the structure of the scalar mesonshas long been an enigma in
hadron spectroscopy. Unlike the elegant vector and tensor multiplets, it is still controversial which
are the members of the expectedL = S= 1 qq̄ multiplet since there are now too many 0++ mesons
observed in the region below 2 GeV for them all to be explained naturally withina qq̄ picture [1].
This has led to the suggestion that not all of them areqq̄ states. The main reason for this situation
is that around the relevant mass region there exist other structures suchasKK̄ molecules [2], glue-
balls [3], and four-quark (qqq̄q̄) systems [4]. In an attempt to decipher the structure of these states,
we investigate a scenario in whichf0(1370), f0(1500), and f0(1710) are admixtures of quarkonia
and the lowest–lying scalar glueball. The spectrum is computed using a relativized, QCD-inspired
model Hamiltonian. The results of the spectrum calculation are used to analyzethe mixing between
theqq̄ and glueball. Our final result indicates thatf0(1710) is dominantly composed of the scalar
glueball, while f0(1370) and f0(1500) are mainlynn̄–ss̄ mixtures. Secondly, using the connection
between the AdS/QCD and the LF approaches in the calculation of the hadronic form factors [5],
we calculated [6] the pion form factor in our LFQM taking into account a momentum-dependent
dynamical quark mass. We confirmed that the power-law behavior of the pion form factor is indeed
attained by taking into account a momentum-dependent dynamical quark mass which becomes
negligible at large momentum region. Our result [6] was consistent with an important point of
AdS/QCD prediction, namely, the holographic wave function contains the contribution from all
scales up to the confining scale. Finally, we went beyond the peaking approximation for the calcu-
lation of the exclusiveJ/ψ +ηc production ine+e− annihilation process to reduce the discrepancy
between the theoretical predictions based on the NRQCD factorization approach and the experi-
mental results [7]. Our work on the double charm production process is presented in a separated
contribution to this conference proceedings [8].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe the formulationof our LFQM
and present our analysis of the glueball candidate in the scalar meson spectroscopy. In Sec.3, we
discuss the recent development of AdS/QCD approach and the supportfrom the LFQM with the
investigation on the dispersion relation for the timelike pion form factor. Summaryand conclusions
follow in Sec.4.
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2. LFQM and Meson Spectroscopy

The key idea in our LFQM [9] for mesons is to treat the radial wave functionas trial func-
tion for the variational principle to the QCD-motivated effective Hamiltonian saturating the Fock
state expansion by the constituent quark and antiquark. The QCD-motivated Hamiltonian for a
description of the ground state meson mass spectra is given by

Hqq̄|ΨJJz
nlm〉 =

[

√

m2
q +~k2 +

√

m2
q̄ +~k2 +Vqq̄

]

|ΨJJz
nlm〉 = Mqq̄|ΨJJz

nlm〉, (2.1)

where~k = (k⊥,kz) is the three-momentum of the constituent quark,Mqq̄ is the mass of the meson,
and|ΨJJz

nlm〉 is the meson wave function. We use two interaction potentialsVqq̄ for the pseudoscalar
(0−+) and vector (1−−) mesons: (1) Coulomb plus harmonic oscillator (HO), and (2) Coulomb plus
linear confining potentials. In addition, the hyperfine interaction, which is essential to distinguish
vector from pseudoscalar mesons, is included for both cases, viz.,

Vqq̄ = V0 +Vhyp = a+Vconf−
4αs

3r
+

2
3

Sq ·Sq̄

mqmq̄
∇2Vcoul, (2.2)

whereVconf = br(r2) for the linear (HO) potential. The momentum space LF wave function of the
ground state pseudoscalar and vector mesons is given byΨ(xi ,ki⊥,λi) = Rλ1λ2

(xi ,ki⊥)φR(xi ,ki⊥),
whereφR(xi ,ki⊥) andRλ1λ2

are the radial- and the spin-orbit wave functions, respectively. For the
radial wave functionφR, we use the same Gaussian wave function for both pseudoscalar and vector
mesonsφR(xi ,ki⊥) = (4π3/4/β 3/2)

√

∂kz/∂xexp(−~k2/2β 2), whereβ is the variational parameter
and∂kz/∂x= M0/(4x1x2) the Jacobian of the variable transformation{x,k⊥}→ k = (k⊥,kz). The
spin-orbit wave functions for both pseudoscalar and vector mesons satisfy ∑λ1λ2

R
†
λ1λ2

Rλ1λ2
= 1.

For the scalar (3P0) mesons possessing non-zero orbital angular momentum [10], we useφ (S)
R (xi ,ki⊥)

=
√

2/3β 2φR(xi ,ki⊥) and the spin-orbit wave function for3P0 state satisfies∑λ1λ2
R

S†
λ1λ2

RS
λ1λ2

=

|~k2|.

For the pseudoscalar and vector meson mass spectra, we apply our variational principle to the
QCD-motivated effective Hamiltonian first to evaluate the expectation value ofthe central Hamilto-
nian, i.e.〈φR|(H0+V0)|φR〉 with a trial functionφR(xi ,ki⊥) that depends on the variational parame-
tersβ with β being varied until〈φR|(H0+V0)|φR〉 is a minimum. Once these model parameters are
fixed, then, the mass eigenvalue of each meson is obtained asMqq̄ = 〈φR|(H0 +Vqq̄)|φR〉. More de-
tailed procedure of determining the model parameters of light and heavy quark sectors can be found
in our previous works [9]. Our predictions obtained from both the linear and the HO parameters
are overall in good agreement with the data within 6% error.

For the scalar meson case, we compute the spectrum using the relativized, QCD-inspired
model Hamiltonian of Godfrey and Isgur [11]. Since the scalar mesons possess non-zero orbital
angular momentum, the Hamiltonian includes spin–orbit interactions as well as the spin–spin in-
teractions and linear confining potential used in previous pseudoscalar and vector meson analyses.
The potentials are relativized by first smearing out the position coordinate over distances on the
order of the inverse quark masses, and secondly by replacing the quark masses with the quark
energies. The latter correction makes the potentials dependent on the momentaof the interacting
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quarks. The relativized Hamiltonian is diagonalized using a basis of 25 simple harmonic oscillator
states. For details about the Hamiltonian and the resulting spectrum see Ref. [12].

The masses and wave functions from the spectrum calculation are then used to analyze the
mixing of the scalar mesons. We adopt a scheme in which the conventional scalar qq̄ states and the
lowest–lying scalar glueball (gg) mix to produce to the three isoscalar statesf0(1370), f0(1500),
and f0(1710).







| f0(1370)〉
| f0(1500)〉
| f0(1710)〉






= U







|nn̄〉
|ss̄〉
|gg〉






≡







a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

a3 b3 c3













|nn̄〉
|ss̄〉
|gg〉






(2.3)

Unlike many other scalar meson mixing analyses, we do not assume glueball dominance. That is,
we do not assume that theqq̄–qq̄ mixing is negligible compared toqq̄–gg mixing, but leave the
mixing scheme as general as possible. Once the mixing parameters are fixed,theqq̄-glue content
is used to investigate hadronic decays of the scalar mesons. In particular,we compute the widths
for scalar mesons decaying to pairs of pseudoscalar mesons:f0 → ππ, f0 → KK̄, and f0 → ηη .
For the decay calculations, two different scenarios are explored. In the first, the contribution of
the glueball to the hadronic decays is neglected. In the second scenario,the contributions of the
glueball to these decays is included by parameterizing them and fitting these parameters to the
decay data.

When the contributions of the glueball to the hadronic decays are neglected, no solution can
be found which matches the data. However, when the glueball contributions are included, a very
good match to the data is achieved (see [12]). In our best solution,

U =







0.617 −0.782 −0.088
0.676 0.581 −0.453
0.403 0.224 0.887






, (2.4)

the f0(1710) is composed mainly of the scalar glueball, while thef0(1370) and f0(1500) are dom-
inantly nn̄–ss̄ mixtures. In addition, the solution requires that the amplitude forgg→ ππ be negli-
gible, while the amplitude forgg→ KK̄ is relatively large, and the amplitude forgg→ ηη is even
larger. One might expect that the relative sizes of the contributions would be in the reverse order
where the pion contribution is largest and the eta meson contribution is smallest due to phase space
differences. However, there are reasons to believe that this orderingmakes sense.

Sexton, Vaccarino, and Weingarten have published lattice results [13] in which they computed
the partial decay widths for the scalar glueball to pairs of pseudoscalar mesons in the quenched
approximation. They found that the coupling increased with increasing pseudoscalar meson mass,
so that the decay width toKK̄ was larger than the decay width toππ. Additionally, Chanowitz [14]
finds that the coupling of a spin zero glueball to lightqq̄ pairs is chirally suppressed by a factor
of mq/mgg. This is because formq = 0, chiral symmetry requires the quark and antiquark to have
equal chirality, hence unequal helicity, implying non–vanishing net angular momentum, so that the
amplitude must vanish forJ = 0 in the chiral limit. Since the coupling is proportional to the quark
mass, this suppression will be stronger foruū anddd̄ than forss̄. So the glueball could have a
significant contribution toKK̄ decays, while its contribution toππ would be small. Thef0(1710)
decays more strongly toKK̄ than toππ, and this has been taken as evidence that it is mainly anss̄
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state. However, if Chanowitz is correct one could interpret thef0(1710) as being the scalar glueball
with its comparatively largeKK̄ width explained by chiral suppression. This interpretation matches
our finding that thef0(1710) is dominantly composed of the scalar glueball.

3. Timelike Pion Form Factor in Conformal Symmetry

The AdS/QCD correspondence is particularly relevant for the description of hadronic form
factors and also provides a convenient framework for analytically continuing the spacelike results
to the timelike region. The pion electromagnetic form factor has been exemplifiedby AdS/QCD,
in particular, the power-law behavior of the form factorFπ(Q2) ∼ 1/Q2 is well reproduced by
the soft-wall AdS/QCD model (or Gaussian model) [15]. The key ingredient in this correspon-
dence is the conformal symmetry valid in the negligible quark mass. Using the connection be-
tween the AdS/QCD and the light-front approaches in the calculation of the hadronic form fac-
tors, we calculated [6] the pion form factor in our LFQM taking into accounta momentum-
dependent dynamical quark mass. In particular, we show that the timelike form factor obtained
by the analytic continuation of the spacelike form factor correctly satisfies the dispersion relation,
F(q2) = ReF(q2)+ iImF(q2).

The elastic pion form factor related to pion electromagnetic current by〈P′|Jµ(0)|P〉 = (P′ +

P)µFπ(Q2) can written as

Fπ(Q2) =
∫ 1

0
dx

∫

d2k⊥

√

∂kz

∂x
φR(x,k⊥)

√

∂k′z
∂x

φR(x,k′
⊥)

m2 +k⊥ ·k′
⊥

√

m2 +k2
⊥

√

m2 +k′2
⊥

, (3.1)

wherek′
⊥ = k⊥ + (1− x)q⊥ and our calculation was carried out using theq+=q0 + q3=0 frame

whereq2 = −Q2, i.e. Q2 > 0 is the spacelike momentum transfer. One should understandm
as a function ofQ2 in principle although in practicem(Q2) for the low Q2 phenomenology can
be taken as a constant constituent quark mass. We took the simple parametrization of the quark
mass evolutionm(Q2) in spacelike momentum region asm(Q2) = m0 +(mc−m0)(1+e−0.2)/[1+

e(Q2−0.2)], wherem0 = 5 MeV andmc = 220 MeV represent the current (at highQ2) and constituent
(at lowQ2) quark mass, respectively [6].

We note thatφR(x,k⊥)φR(x,k′
⊥) in Eq. (3.1) provides a mass-dependent weighting factor

e
− m2

4x(1−x)β2 which severely suppresses the contribution from the endpoint region ofx → 0 and 1
unlessm→ 0. This weighting factor leads to the gaussian fall-off ofFπ(Q2) at highQ2 region for
the constant constituent quark mass which breaks the conformal symmetry.When the conformal
symmetry limit (m→ 0) is taken, however, there is no such suppression of the endpoint region
and the highQ2 behavior of the form factor dramatically changes from a gaussian fall-off to a
power-law reduction. In the limit of largeQ2 and conformal symmetry (m = 0), we find that
Fs=1/2

π (Q2) ∝ 1/Q4 for the spinor quark (s= 1/2) case butFs=0
π (Q2) ∝ 1/Q2 for the scalar quark

(s= 0) case, i.e. the form factor with the Melosh factor being turned off in Eq. (3.1).
We find numerically that ourFs=0

π (Q2) is equivalent to the soft-wall AdS/QCD result [16]
in the largeQ2 and conformal symmetry limit where the unconfined bulk-to-boundary propagator
can be used, i.e.FAdS/QCD

(u.c.) (Q2) =
∫ 1

0 dxexp[−(1− x)Q2/4κ2x] (see Eq. (E.8) in [16]), where the
subscript (u.c.) denotes the result of the unconfined current decoupled from the dilaton field. The
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Figure 1: Left panel: Space- and timelike pion form factor obtained from Fm(Q2)
π (Q2) (thick lines) and

Fs=0
π (Q2) GeV (thin lines) compared with the results obtained from thedispersion relation(black data).

Right panel: Space- and timelike pion form factor obtained from Fm(Q2)
π (Q2) (solid line), Fs=0

π (Q2) GeV

(dotted line), andFAdS/QCD
(con f ined)(Q

2) (dot-dashed line), respectively.

pion form factorFAdS/QCD
(u.c.) (Q2) respecting the conformal symmetry shows the power-law behavior

of Fπ(Q2) → 4κ2/Q2 at largeQ2(≫ κ2). We note that the authors in [16] also derived the pion
form factor in the presence of a dilaton field in AdS space and presented the analytic solution of
the modified wave equation for the confined bulk-to-boundary propagator. This corresponds to the
well-known vector dominance model (VDM) with the leadingρ resonance, i.e.FAdS/QCD

(con f ined)(Q
2) =

4κ2/(4κ2 +Q2). Considering both spin and mass evolution effects in our LFQM analysis, wefind

that Eq. (3.1) withm= m(Q2) is well approximated by the following analytic formFm(Q2)
π (Q2) ≃

M2
ρFs=0

π (Q2)/(Q2 + M 2
ρ ) up to intermediate spacelike momentum transfer region, whereMρ is

the physical mass of theρ meson. We should note in the calculation of the timelike pion form
factor thatM2

ρ is replaced byM 2
ρ = M2

ρ − iMρΓ(q2) in the denominator whereMρ = 776 MeV and
Γ = 120 MeV to compare with the timelike pion form factor data near theρ peak.

In the left panel of Fig. 1, we show the pion form factor for both space-and timelike region

obtained fromFm(Q2)
π (Q2) (thick lines) andFs=0

π (Q2) (thin lines), respectively. The solid, dotted,
and dashed lines represent|Fπ(q2)|, Re[Fπ(q2)], and Im[Fπ(q2)], respectively. The black circles

and squares are the results of Re[Fs=0
π (q2)] and Re[Fm(q2)

π (q2)] obtained from the dispersion re-
lation. This shows that our direct calculations are in an excellent agreement with the solutions
of the dispersion relation. AlthoughFs=0

π (Q2) in timelike region produces aρ meson-type peak
nearq2 ∼ M2

ρ , it does not yield all the features of the vector meson dominance phenomenaas

Fm(Q2)
π (Q2) does. This indicates that the spin and mass evolution effects are crucial in generat-

ing the more realistic features of the vector meson dominance phenomena. In the right panel of

Fig. 1, we show the pion form factor for both space- and timelike region obtained fromFm(Q2)
π (Q2)

(solid line),Fs=0
π (Q2) GeV (dotted line), andFAdS/QCD

(con f ined)(Q
2) [16] (dot-dashed line), respectively.

Our Fm(Q2)
π (Q2) andFAdS/QCD

(con f ined)(Q
2) exhibit more realisticρ meson-type peak thanFs=0

π (Q2). Our
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LFQM analysis indicates that the difference betweenFm(Q2)
π (Q2) andFs=0

π (Q2) is due to the spin
(i.e. Melosh factor) and dynamical mass evolution effects of the constituent quark and anti-quark
inside the pion. Our result may also be compared to the difference betweenFAdS/QCD

(con f ined)(Q
2) and

FAdS/QCD
(u.c.) (Q2), which is due to the effect of the dilaton field in AdS space [16].

4. Summary and Conclusion

In this talk, we presented recent progress of our LFQM phenomenology.In particular, we
developed the analysis of spectroscopy in scalar mesons and their hadronic decays. According to
our LFQM analysis, thef0(1710) is composed mainly of the scalar glueball, while thef0(1370)
and f0(1500) are dominantlynn̄–ss̄ mixtures. Our result is consistent with the chiral suppression
of the scalar glueball decay to a pair of quark and antiquark discussed by Chanowitz [14]. We
also discussed the dispersion relation for the timelike pion form factor and our LFQM support on
the recent findings from the AdS/QCD correspondence. In many respects, our LFQM provides a
unified framework to analyze various experimental measurements for the hadron phenomenology.
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